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Light-flooded TriBeCa Penthouse incorporating
Feng Shui
By 1 Kindesign  //  Interior Design  //  0 Comments

An amazing architectural space with floor to ceiling, wall to wall windows, providing incredible light to
this penthouse by Marie Burgos Design, at the heart of TriBeCa, New York. With the designer’s
instinctive implementation of Feng Shui in all of her designs, she incorporated fundamental Feng

Shui principles, the five natural elements and the concept of yin and yang to create the lay out that
would bring in the perfect energy flow. Beautiful wood flooring, numerous light sources, clean lines,
combination of straight and curvy shapes, vibrant colors, metal, white and glass pieces and modern

art pieces create an interesting gallery which gives this space its unique “eclat”.
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A glass table, simple leather white chairs and a horizontal crystal chandelier are the
highlights of this space. Glass allows the room to feel spacious. The cowhide rug provides an
unexpected accent. And the chandelier adds glimmer to any dining experience. The artwork is

the eye catcher that can be admired from every angle of the room.
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The sectional sofa takes center stage in this open living space. The designer created a
comfortable, fun and eclectic seating area giving ample space to gather with friends and

family. A startling accent over arches the sofa. The silver arc lamp introduces another
architectural dimension into the space, accentuating the grandeur of the space. Concealed

within the continuity of the dining room, the office space showcases an opaque glass desk and
white leather office chair.

Simple, modern and practical with its wood, metal and glass cabinets and appliances, the
kitchen matches the decor perfectly. The white leather stools mimic the trendy dining leather

chairs.

55 Super cool and breezy small balcony design
ideas
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Bold and vivid colors adorn the master bedroom accent wall. A” Rocky mountain sky” blue
sets the background for Dan Christensen’s grandiose piece of art. That black headboard puts a

coma to introduce the sketch ink and pearl bedding ensemble. Sprinkles of blue adorn the
room in the upholstered bench, pillows and cushions.

Lavish modern living in South Africa: Kloof 151
by SAOTA
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A deep bath tub, earth tone tiles, a teak bench and the blue colors of the art piece called
“Stumped in motion” all inspire a day of relaxation.

The Foyer showcases the “Ovoid”sculpture by artist John Richard, keeping the modern spirit
throughout the apartment and introducing an eclectic feel with the silver and white zebra rug
and “vishnu” mirror. Adorning the corridor, on the right the piece “Vocal inflections” by Artist

Jerard Ripley is perfectly reflected in the pair of infinity narrow mirrors.
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The Foyer showcases the “Ovoid”sculpture by artist John Richard, keeping the modern spirit
throughout the apartment and introducing an eclectic feel with the silver and white zebra rug
and “vishnu” mirror. Adorning the corridor, on the right the piece “Vocal inflections” by Artist

Jerard Ripley is perfectly reflected in the pair of infinity narrow mirrors.

This teenager’s bedroom presents a warm and whimsical theme with its lavender and cream
stripe wall matching the bedding ensemble.

This bathroom showcases warm tones marble tiles and a oak cabinetry. The fun art piece
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“Dandelion” by Parvez Taj is reflected dresses the opposite wall of the vanity, adding a
whimsical touch.

Photos: Scott Morris

Jaw-dropping Chelsea duplex penthouse
By 1 Kindesign  //  Interior Design  //  0 Comments

This astonishing Chelsea duplex penthouse has floor-to-ceiling glass walls with unparalleled views of
Manhattan, New York, designed by Marie Burgos Design. It has been designed with a modern

approach to create a welcoming home space as well as being a showcase of fabulous views. This
open living space showcases unparalleled views of Manhattan with a 25 foot high ceiling. The

designer created a very modern clean line design using the philosophy of Feng Shui. From the open
furniture layout to the simple color scheme, a very harmonious and balanced space has been

created. We featured another one of Burgos’s fabulous home designs here.

French native Marie Burgos founded her interior design firm in 2007 which includes both residential
and commercial design. Burgos’s ultimate talent is understanding her clients needs and creating

interiors that are balanced, harmonious, sophisticated, and functional. Burgos has been known for
her stunning loft and penthouse transformations in Tribeca, Chelsea, Soho, and The Hamptons.
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Photos: Courtesy of Marie Burgos Design
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Spice Warehouse TriBeCa Loft by Marie Burgos
Design
By 1 Kindesign  //  Interior Design  //  0 Comments

A former warehouse established in 1985 for the spice trade was transformed by Marie Burgos
Design into an expansive contemporary loft with dramatic Hudson River views in TriBeCa, New York.

With its 25-inch-thick base and enchanting Beaux Arts facade, this regal structure later housed a
thriving Hudson Square printing company. After an impeccable renovation, the magnificent loft

building’s original arched windows and exquisite cornice remain a testament to the grandeur of days
past. Perfectly anchored between Soho and Tribeca, Spice Warehouse has been converted into 12
spacious full-floor lofts that seamlessly fuse Old World character with modern convenience. Steps
from the Hudson River, the Spice Warehouse is within walking distance of renowned restaurants,

famed art galleries, specialty shops and boutiques. With its golden sunsets and outstanding
facilities, this is the ideal destination for those seeking the tranquil pleasures of the Hudson River

waterfront.
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This open space has been designed to accommodate a perfect Tribeca city lifestyle for entertaining,
relaxing and working.

This living room design reflects a tailored “old world” look, respecting the original features of the
Spice Warehouse. With its high ceilings, arched windows, original brick wall and iron columns, this

space is a testament of ancient time and old world elegance.
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The design choices are a combination of neutral, modern finishes such as the Oak natural matte
finish floors and white walls, white shaker style kitchen cabinets, combined with a lot of texture found

in the brick wall, the iron columns and the various fabrics and furniture pieces finishes used
throughout the space and highlighted by a beautiful natural light brought in through a wall of arched
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windows.

The cream linen sectional sofa takes center stage, with its sea of textures pillows, giving it character,
comfort and uniqueness. The living room combines modern lines such as the Hans Wegner Shell

chairs in walnut and black fabric with rustic elements such as this one of a kind Indonesian antique
coffee table, giant iron antique wall clock and handmade jute rug which set the old world tone for an

exceptional interior.
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As soon as you enter, a comfortable Eames Lounge chair invites you in, giving her back to a solid
brick wall adorned by the “cappuccino” art photography piece by Francis Augustine and surrounded

by flowing linen taupe window drapes and a shiny cowhide rug.
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The layout is open and flowing to keep the feel of grandeur of the space so each piece and design
finish can be admired individually.
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The kitchen design choices are white shaker style cabinets, paired with extra white glass subway
tiles and a honed pebble Caesarstone counter top with Stainless steel chef style appliances.

The dining room is a combination of interesting textures and unique pieces which create a inviting
space. The elements are: industrial fabric jute bags framed wall art pieces, an oversized mirror

handcrafted from vintage wood planks salvaged from boats, a double crank dining table featuring an
industrial aesthetic with a unique blend of iron and distressed mango wood, comfortable host and

hostess dining chairs in a tan linen, solid oak chair with Cain seat which combine the rustic charm of
an old French Farmhouse with an industrial look.
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The accents such as the antler candleholders and the industrial pulley double pendant antique light
really complete the old world look we were after to honor this property’s past.

The master bedroom reflects peaceful tailored environment. The color skim respect the overall skim
of the home to carry on the industrial/ old world look. The designer combined modern furniture
pieces such as the Ibiza white leather chairs with rustic elements as the tree trunk side table.

The old world look is created by a superposition of textures from the Italian Vintage Baroque
bedding, to the cowhide bench, white linen flowing drapes and a geometric pattern Indian rug.

Reflective surfaces were also introduced to bring a little glamor in the form of this antique round
concave mirror, floating framed wall art and mercury glass table lamps.
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The master bathroom was designed with tradition in mind and a taste for old elegance. it is fitted with
a fabulous walk in glass shower and a deep soaking tub.

The pedestal soaking tub and Italian carrera marble metal legs, double custom sinks balance classic
style and modern flair.

The chosen tiles are a combination of carrera marble subway tiles and hexagonal floor tiles to create
a simple yet luxurious look.
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The guest bedroom was designed with travel in mind.It features elegant French Provencal bedding
paired with jute accent pillows, travel chest and luggage’s as well as recycled blown glass table

lamps and rich woods. The acrylic “zebra” art piece is by Francis Augustine.
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This kids’ bedroom design has been created keeping the old world style in mind. It features an old
wall fabric world map, a bunk bed, a fun chalk board kids activity table and other fun industrial

looking accents.

Photos: Francis Augustine
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